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UTILITY SHAREHOLDERSUTILITY SHAREHOLDERS
FIGHT TO KEEP US COALFIGHT TO KEEP US COAL
FLEET FROM DISAPPEARINGFLEET FROM DISAPPEARING

Michael
Bastasch | Energy Editor

Two coal industry veteransTwo coal industry veterans
are buying shares at majorare buying shares at major
utilities to save what’s left ofutilities to save what’s left of
the U.S. coal fleet.the U.S. coal fleet.
Former Peabody EnergyFormer Peabody Energy
executive Fred Palmerexecutive Fred Palmer
said, “There’s no guardian atsaid, “There’s no guardian at
the gate with coal.”the gate with coal.”
Palmer and Steve Milloy sentPalmer and Steve Milloy sent
their first shareholdertheir first shareholder
proposal to Duke Energy onproposal to Duke Energy on
Monday.Monday.

Activist shareholders put forward a
proposal that asks Duke Energy to
actually lay out the costs and
benefits, if any, to shareholders from
global warming pledges that involve
closing coal-fired power plants.

Burn More Coal is asking Duke to
report the “actual benefits produced
by its voluntary, highly touted and
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costly environmental activities,”
according to its shareholder
proposal filed Monday.

It’s only the first of what will likely be
many shareholder proposals from
Burn More Coal, according to co-
founder Fred Palmer. Their goal: to
preserve what’s left of the U.S. coal
fleet.

“We’re at a tipping point of losing our
coal assets if these utility executives
go down this path,” Palmer told The
Daily Caller News Foundation in an
interview. (RELATED: Jerry Brown(RELATED: Jerry Brown
Found A Scapegoat For TheFound A Scapegoat For The
Deadly Wildfires Occurring UnderDeadly Wildfires Occurring Under
His Watch)His Watch)

Palmer, a former Peabody Energy
executive, teamed up with former
Trump transition team member
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Steve Milloy to engage with utilities
as shareholders in order to stave off
planned coal plant closures.

The Robert W Scherer Power Plant, a coal-fired

electricity plant operated by Georgia Power, a

subsidiary of the Southern Company, in Juliette,

Georgia, U.S. April 1, 2017. Picture taken April 1, 2017.

REUTERS/Chris Aluka Berry.

Taking a page from
environmentalists, Palmer and Milloy
used their own funds to purchase
shares in about a dozen investor-
owned utilities with plans to scuttle
their remaining coal plants in the
coming decades, including Duke
Energy, America Electric Power (AEP),
Xcel Energy and Southern Company.

Palmer and Milloy were concerned
that so many utilities still planned on
retiring coal plants, despite President
Donald Trump’s 2016 election win.
Trump promised to rollback policies
hampering American energy,
including coal.

The two coal industry veterans —
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Milloy worked for Murray Energy —
will file shareholder agreements with
utilities they have investments with
the ultimate aim of preserving coal
plants. Palmer and Milloy will also
attend meetings held by the National
Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners to educate
regulators on the benefits coal
power.

Palmer, who’s also a Heartland
Institute senior fellow, said the
continued effort to decarbonize
would threaten the affordability and
reliability of American electricity.

“There is a cabal in the utility
industry that wants to decarbonize
independent of federal policy,”
Palmer said. “It’s as if Al Gore were
running the utility industry.”

“There’s no guardian at the gate with
coal,” Palmer said. “The places that
have tried this path of renewables
have extraordinarily high rates.”

Coal plants have struggled to stay
afloat amid stricter federal
regulations, state green energy laws,
subsidies and low-priced natural gas.
Even as Trump moves to repeal
Obama-era regulations, utilities
aren’t interested in keeping coal
plants open.

Utilities still have plans to shutter
nearly 18 gigawatts of coal-fired
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power capacity from 2018 to 2020,
mostly in the Midwest and East. The
U.S. coal fleet capacity already
shrunk about one-quarter since
2005.

The River Rouge Power Plant, a coal-fired electricity

plant operated by DTE Energy, is seen in River Rouge

south of Detroit, Michigan, U.S. April 1, 2017. Picture

taken April 1, 2017. REUTERS/Rebecca Cook.

For example, DTE Energy plans to
shut down two coal plants near the
Canadian border that power the
factories of automakers Ford and
Chevrolet. DTE wants to shutter both
plants by 2031 and replace them
with a $1 billion natural gas plant as
part of its emissions-cutting goal.

DTE is just one of many utilities with
goals to cut carbon dioxide
emissions, with a target of emitting
80 percent less by 2050. AEP has a
similar target, and Alliant Energy
wants to eliminate all its coal plants
by midcentury.

Environmentalists have championed,
and indeed influenced, utilities’
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decisions to phase out their
remaining coal plants. Activists have
also put forward global warming
shareholder proposals at major oil
companies, including Exxon.

Burn More Coal owns shares in all
three of these companies, and
Palmer hopes his activism can turn
the tide.

The group’s first shareholder
proposal to Duke plans of closing 14
coal-fired power plants in the coming
year.

“No law or regulation requires this
action,” reads Burn More Coal’s
shareholder proposal. “What will be
the actual benefit to anyone or
anything of it? Global CO2 emissions
are higher now than ever and
increasing.”

“Are the touted benefits real and
worthwhile? Or are they just
greenwashing? Shareholders want to
know,” the proposal reads.

Follow Michael on Facebook and
Twitter
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